
 

 

 
 

Oneida Nation 

Addendum #2 

12/4/2023  
Invitation for Bid 

 
Construct and Equip Three Telecommunications Tower 

Sites 
 

This addendum and other relevant information can be found at the following 
website:  https://oneida-nsn.gov/business/dts/broadband-home/, under the 
“Tower Procurement Information” tab. Geotechnical surveys for the three 
tower are now available on the above website and should be downloaded by 
bidders.  It is the bidder’s responsibility to check this website regularly for 
further addenda and information. 
 
The following questions were ask by a potential bidder: 

 
1. For the LP tanks, normally they are rented from the LP gas supplier. This 

is normally supplied by the owner of the property. Will Oneida nation be 
taking care of supplying the LP tanks from the LP supplier for the 
contractor to hook up? 
Answer:  The contractor shall purchase and install the LPG tanks and they 
will be owned by the Tribe at the conclusion of the project.  The contractor 
shall also fill the tank, prior to coordinating the generator startup services. 
 

2. Are there any specs on the 3’x3’ Electrical vault for the Skenandoah Site? 
Answer: The 3' x 3' Skenandoah electrical vault shall be an Oldcastle 
HH3636 Handhole, or an equivalent product, with a textured hinged steel 
lid.  This vault does not need to be traffic bearing, nor be equipped with a 
locking lid.  The fiber handhole, to be placed adjacent to the electrical vault 



 

 

as a transition to the sweep to the fiber cabinet, shall be a Quazite 
PG1324BA24, or equivalent. 
 

3. For the Skennandoah site, the drawings call for an Electrical cabinet. Are 
there specs on this cabinet? 
Answer:  The Skenandoah electrical cabinet, to be mounted on the NE 
cable bridge column, and the fiber cabinet, to be mounted on the SE cable 
bridge column, shall both be Saginaw SCE-30EL24412SSlPPL, or 
equivalent.  Both panels shall be equipped with a three-point latching 
mechanism with a key lock, and a removable sub panel. 
 

Any questions regarding this addendum should be sent via email to the SPOC at 
NVILLARR@oneidanation.org. 
 
Thank you 
 
THE ONEIDA NATION 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


